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“However, what kind of people are Te Niang’s group?”

“Except for the Persian King Gaia, I have never even heard of the others.” “When did the

martial arts in this world grow so much? Title?”

“It’s so difficult for a special mother.”

Mo Gucheng spit out the blood from the corner of his mouth, and then said with a black
face.

Tang Hao nodded: “Yes, it’s very difficult.”

“Especially the little girl over there.”

“I thought it was a useless vase, but I didn’t expect her to control the situation.”

Tang Hao’s brows were gloomy. Looking at Yue Yao, who was standing in the distance
under the moon night, as if looking at a confidant’s affliction.

If there is no Yue Yao, the comparison of the overall strength of the two sides is
obviously the Yanxia Wushen Temple dominates.

After all, at the peak of the Juggernaut, that was also the top 20 powerhouse in the sky
list.

As for the King of Fighters and Tang Hao, although they are not as good as the
Juggernaut, they are both in the top fifty.

And the three people opposite, Gaia is a bit famous. The other two are title powers who
have never heard of it.

At the beginning of the battle, relying on the perfect cooperation of the Juggernaut and
the King of Fighters, it was completely overwhelming.

However, because of Yue Yao’s assistance and treatment, the situation in the scene
was gradually reversed.



So far, the King of Fighters has been completely suppressed.

If it weren’t for the Sword Saint who could barely resist, it is estimated that the Martial
God Temple had already been destroyed by these mysterious powerhouses.

“In that case, solve her first.”

“Tang Hao, let’s take a shot together in a while!”

“I took the opportunity to rush in next to the woman, and you will cover me.” The King of
Fighters was heartbroken, ready to carry out a surprise attack, and removed Yue Yao
with the momentum of thunder.

Even if she couldn’t kill her with a single blow, she would have to be hit hard and she
would lose the power to fight again.

“Okay!”

“As long as she dies, Gaia and the others will undoubtedly lose.” The

two hit it off, and then they all attacked.

Gaia and Owen quickly followed them.

“Get away!” The

King of Fighters shook Owen who was blocking him with a punch, and then rushed
towards Yue Yao in the distance as if he was crazy.

“Not good~”

“Owen, stop him!”

“His target is Yueyao Medical Immortal.”

Gaia quickly saw their intentions and was immediately shocked.

“Haha~”

“It’s late.”

“Now, the opponent of the two of you is me!” At

this time, Tang Hao had already wielded the hammer and hit it heavily.

Between the sparks and the fire, Tang Hao smashed nine hammers in succession.



Moreover, one hammer is stronger than one hammer.

Especially the last hammer, almost with the power of breaking the world, with the power
of shattering the void, directly enveloping Gaia and Owen.

Tang Hao’s Clear Sky Hammer method was used unreservedly at this moment.

With such a powerful outbreak, Gaia and Owen had to deal with it solemnly, and they
couldn’t help but be distracted to save Yue Yao.

“

Broken !” “Yue Yao, go back~”

Gaia was anxious, and now he couldn’t rush to support, he had to shout in surprise to
remind Yue Yao to dodge and avoid.

“Retreat?”

“Can she retreat?”

“A yellow-haired girl, if this king of fighters can’t solve it, I will follow Mark’s scum
surname in the future!”

“Hahaha~” The

king of fighters grinned like a bloodthirsty beast. , Pounced on his prey.

“Little girl, don’t blame me for not knowing Lianxiangxiyu.”

“To blame, blame you for angering the hot summer, angering the Martial God Temple,
angering me Mo Gucheng~”

Boom~ In the

storm, the King of Fighters smashed.

That powerful blow was nothing but shocking.

No one doubts that Yue Yao’s soft and delicate body will surely disappear under this
heavy punch.

“Bad egg, do you dare to hurt my Yueyao sister paper?”

“My dragon lord will destroy your eighteenth generation ancestors!!!” At

that moment, Gaia’s eyes were blood red, and he roared wildly .



Owen and Cecil were also very anxious, but they were all held back, and it was
impossible to save each other
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In stark contrast to the anxiety of Gaia and others, Yue Yao, who was on the cusp of the
storm, was extremely calm, and did not show the slightest panic because of the
approaching danger.

Under the moonlit night, this intoxicating woman stood so peacefully.

The long skirt is fluttering, and the green silk is like snow.

The corners of the attractive lips, even at this time, brought an inexplicable arc.

Yue Yao’s smile fell in the eyes of the King of Fighters, as if mocking.

“Smelly girl, you can still laugh when you die?”

“For a while, this King of Fighters won’t have a chance to make you cry!”

Yue Yao’s reaction angered the King of Fighters even more.

For a time, Mo Gucheng’s offensive was once again fierce, with murderous intent, and
ravaged the Quartet.

“Asshole, stop!”

“Mo Laogou, you dare?”

Seeing that the King of Fighters’ offensive was about to fall, the angry roar of Gaia and
others came again behind him.

But it’s useless.

When the King of Fighters decided to take action, they already represented that today’s
battle will be endless.

“If you don’t kill you, how can I promote my martial arts power in the summer?”

“If you don’t kill you, how can my martial arts temple have a face?” The

cold wind swept through the cold wind.

Mo Gucheng’s brows and eyes were gloomy, and on his face, there was no joy or
sorrow, only one killing intent swept through.



“It’s over, little girl.” The

cold voice resounded like death’s trial, resounding through the void.

However, just when the King of Fighters thought that the woman in front of him would be
doomed.

Who could have imagined that Yue Yao, who was at the moment of life and death,
smiled at her brilliantly.

“Sorry, the King of Fighters.”

“This time, I ‘m afraid I will disappoint you.”

“Huh?” Yue Yao’s words made the King of Fighters stunned immediately.

However, before Mo Gucheng had time to wonder, there was a cold wind in the void in
front of him.

Immediately afterwards, a wave of majestic energy gathered from a kilometer away.

Suddenly, the wind and sand are walking.

The water vapor in the air condensed into ice in an instant.

Countless ice blades are just like swords, overwhelming the sky.

After that, these ice blades seemed to be manipulated, piercing the void, slashing
across the sky and the earth, where the edge of the blade was, surprisingly, where the
King of Fighters was.

Mo Gucheng was shocked immediately.

When feeling this power, Mo Gucheng felt a sense of trembling in his heart.

The opponent’s strength is very strong!

At least, not weaker than yourself.

Under this circumstance, Mo Gucheng naturally didn’t dare to ask for a big deal, let
alone kill Yue Yao.

The original forward fist, immediately turned, and the ice skates overwhelmingly collided
with each other fiercely.

Wow~



like thousands of colored glaze shattered in the air.

In an instant, there was a icy rain in the world.

The terrifying power also swept out in all directions from the place where the two met.

After only a brief stalemate, the king of fighters trembled and spit out a red mouth.

In the muffled sound, Mo Gucheng flew out like a broken kite.

“The King of Fighters!”

Tang Hao and the Juggernaut both were shocked when they saw this.

“Damn~”

“Who is it?”

“You bastards, do you have any helpers here?”

Tang Hao cursed with a dark face.

I wonder if there is no end to it?

Now that the three powerful titles have come, are they not over yet?

“Damn it.”

“Then Tang Yun, how many titles did he secretly send in?”

Tang Hao had a gloomy face and a heavy tone.

As for the Juggernaut, although he did not speak, his expression was very solemn.

He looked into the distance, but he was praying in his heart, hoping that this time he
came, not the titled master.

Otherwise, this time their Martial God Temple, they are afraid that they will be served by
someone at the door of the house.

You know, now three to three, plus Yue Yao’s assistance, the Martial God Temple has
fallen into a disadvantage.

If the other party reappears with a titled powerhouse, there is no doubt that the three of
them will be defeated in an instant, and there will be no chance of victory.
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